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Abstract: We present a review of the current state of the field for a rapidly evolving group of
technologies related to solar energy harvesting in built environments. In particular, we focus
on recent achievements in enabling the widespread distributed generation of electric energy
assisted by energy capture in semi-transparent or even optically clear glazing systems and building
wall areas. Whilst concentrating on recent cutting-edge results achieved in the integration of
traditional photovoltaic device types into novel concentrator-type windows and glazings, we compare
the main performance characteristics reported with these using more conventional (opaque or
semi-transparent) solar cell technologies. A critical overview of the current status and future
application potential of multiple existing and emergent energy harvesting technologies for building
integration is provided.
Keywords: renewables; energy saving and generation; built environments; transparent concentrators;
luminescent concentrators; solar windows; advanced glazings; photovoltaics

1. Introduction
Worldwide annual energy consumption is projected to exceed 700 quadrillion British thermal
units (Btu), or 0.74 billion TJ by 2040, with the energy generation contributions from fuels other than
coal (mainly renewables) being on the increase currently [1]. Around 22.7 billion tons of anthracite
coal fuel is needed to release the thermal energy equivalent of to this annual energy consumption
figure. At the same time, the combustion of fossil fuels remains among the main concerns identified in
relation to the past and current global warming and environmental pollution trends [2–4]. Considering
this, the development of various types of energy-saving approaches and novel energy generation
technologies is of increasing importance today, especially in the building and construction sectors
where a substantial fraction of the total energy generated worldwide is being used. In the US and
the EU, buildings now account for over 40% of the total energy consumption [5]. At present, the
technologies for on-site distributed renewable energy generation in built environments are experiencing
rapid advances, yet their widespread utilization is still some years away from being commonplace with
one exception, the ubiquitous deployment of conventional photovoltaics (PV) on residential building
roofs. Building-integrated PV (BIPV) technologies, in a variety of possible implementations, are widely
expected to play a large (and growing) role in near-future construction practices, complementing the
now-mature energy-saving construction technologies. A recent report by the European Commission [6]
specifies a new societal mission that could be called “creating the Internet of Electricity.” This new
term means achieving the fundamental transformation of the power system based on widespread and
distributed use of renewables, integrating energy storage, transmission, dispatchment through the
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smart use of energy consumption. This “Internet of Electricity” is now seen as a fundamental step
towards the full integration and decarbonisation of the entire energy system.
Energy-efficient buildings, construction materials, windows, and vehicles are gaining significant
attention and increasing importance today [7–13]. The on-site generation of renewable energy
coupled with using energy-efficient construction materials and energy-saving appliances forms a
viable, future-proof approach to building the infrastructure and vehicles of tomorrow, in practically all
geographic regions. The concept of a zero-energy building (ZEB) was first mentioned in 2000 and became
a mainstream idea by 2006 [14]. Technologies for enabling widespread heating and also cooling-related
energy savings in buildings through reducing the thermal emittance of glass surfaces have a much
longer history, dating back to at least the early 19700 s [15,16]. Since then, a large number of research
works have been dedicated to achieving continually improved control over the various performance
aspects of modern energy-efficient coatings and window glazings, such as their visible-range light
transmission (VLT), solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC), thermal insulation performance (U-value),
and the ability to control window tint actively or passively. Excellent reviews of key developments
in these areas are now available [17,18]. Among the more novel, recently-developed approaches to
preventing the overheating of building surfaces are the use of coatings for “passive radiative cooling,”
which force the re-emission of the absorbed thermal energy within the atmospheric infrared transparency
window between 8 and 13 µm, thus, utilizing the vacuum of space as a heat sink [10,11]. In recent
years, the now-traditional spectrally-selective metal-dielectric low-emissivity coatings have found an
additional niche application area, serving as components of novel energy-harvesting photovoltaic solar
windows [19–21], whilst maintaining their energy-saving functionality at the same time. Multiple
BIPV-based solar and solar-thermal energy harvesting approaches now form the foundations for a
diverse group of mature, industry-ready technologies, with their application areas and markets growing
rapidly [22–25]. At the same time, most semi-transparent, and especially highly-transparent BIPV
product types, are only beginning to fill their potentially widespread, yet still, niche-type, application
areas, and are at present widely considered as “disruptive technologies”, due to their relatively short
history of development and commercialisation [26].
Comprehensive reports and reviews on the types of modern BIPV installations, their economics,
performance, and current industry trends are available from [27–30]. Large-scale installations of
semi-transparent BIPV module types in building facades still remain much rarer than conventional
BIPV roofs, canopies, façades, and wall coverages, whether colour-adjusted or conventional. Figure 1
provides a graphical summary of the broad range of the building-applied PV (BAPV) and also BIPV
technologies, materials, modules, and application types, which are either in common use at present,
or beginning to appear on the market.
Energy generation (or energy harvesting) has not traditionally been associated with building
walls, windows, or any glazing products, until (perhaps) the current decade. Various approaches
to the incorporation of photovoltaic (PV) systems into building envelopes began being actively
explored in the last several years, leading to significant growth in this new field of building-integrated
photovoltaics. Historically, the building-integrated solar energy harvesting installations started
as façade- and wall-integrated conventional (Si, CdTe, or CuIn(Ga)Se2 ) PV modules occupying
the building envelope areas other than roof surfaces, and continued towards the development of
semi-transparent, glass-integrated PV window systems using patterned amorphous-silicon modules,
perovskite-based, or dye-sensitised solar cells, e.g., [26,30–35].
More recently, the field of luminescent solar concentrators (LSCs, [36–38]) has begun showing
clear signs of a “renaissance” [39–42]. There has also been significant progress demonstrated in
the development of semi-transparent organic, polymer-type, and also perovskite-based solar cells,
and organic materials-based transparent LSC [43–46], driven by the opportunities to capture the
growing markets in both distributed electricity generation and advanced construction [6,19,20,31].
Up to date, practically no installation-ready solar windows using transparent organic solar cells or
LSC have been marketed as industry standards-compliant building material products.
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power conversion efficiency simultaneously with improving control over the system appearance,
architectural deployment suitability, product lifetime, and application readiness.
2. Main Technologies for Integrating Energy Harvesting Surfaces into Buildings
Expansion of the potential deployment areas for the traditional (non-transparent) PV modules
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The average transparency-related and energy-related figures of performance shown within insets
in Figure 2 have either been estimated from the published data, or taken from the relevant product
specifications. The standardised peak-rated electric power outputs per unit active PV area, shown as
Pmax or Wp /m2 data within parts of Figure 2, have been obtained from the published manufacturer’s
specifications, in which the optimum (peak-output) geometric orientations and tilt angles were
presumed, except for Figure 2a. The Pmax figure shown in Figure 2a was obtained from Avancis,
Inc. published product specifications by also accounting for the vertical sun-facing panel orientation,
using the flux reduction factor of 0.7. The estimated figures for the electric output per unit active area
of custom-installed BIPV (Figure 2b,c,g) have been obtained using the published data for the yearly
energy outputs, the total areas of installed PV, and the location-specific weather-dependent insolation
data, using the methodology described in [55]. Therefore, these estimates of the maximum expected
electric power output per unit active area are not standardised with respect to either the incident solar
spectrum or cell surface temperatures.
A notable recent trend in BIPV has been the apparent “mimicry” capability of the solar cell surfaces
covering building facades, assisted by the reflection colour-tuning multilayer thin-film coatings. Twelve
thousand coloured solar panels have been installed at the Copenhagen International School’s new
building (Figure 2b), completely covering the building and providing it with 300 MWh of electricity
per year (and meeting over half of the school’s energy needs) [27,33]. These PV panels covered a
total area of 6048 square meters, making it one of the largest BIPV installations in Denmark [28].
It is possible to derive a figure of performance of about 62 W/m2 for the maximum expected
electric output generation capacity, by using these reported data on the predicted annual energy
generation, the energy-converting area installed within the façade (6048 m2 ), and by approximating
the other parameters (e.g., assuming the peak-equivalent sunshine-hours per sunny day at the
installation location is around 4 h, and 200 sunny days per year). The annual number of sunny
days is approximated here by using the figures from the average monthly distribution of rainy
days for this location, which is accessible from a range of online weather-related data sources.
The multilayer coatings, which provided the apparent colour adjustment by reflecting the blue-green
parts of the spectrum, have, therefore, reduced the electric performance somewhat, compared to an
optimally-oriented CuInSe2 (CIS) facade. However, this 62 W/m2 figure has been obtained from
a real, feature-rich architectural installation in Northern Europe, in which a significant fraction of
active PV area has not been oriented optimally, and also experiences partial geometric shading.
This shows the significant practical application potential of colour-adjusted BIPV technologies, at
least, for the non-transparent installations. Similar performance in energy harvesting (~58 W/m2 )
has been estimated from a horizontally-mounted semitransparent BIPV using monocrystalline silicon
cell technology ([51], Figure 2c), as well as documented in [35] (~60 Wp /m2 ) for a peak-oriented
CdTe-based semitransparent (Tvis ~ 33%) non-concentrating BIPV module, likely from the product
range of Xiamen Solar First Energy Technology Co., Ltd. (Xiamen, China)—judging by the close
matching of the academically- and commercially-published electrical specifications ([35] vs. [56]).
It is interesting to compare the current energy-harvesting performance in the available
semitransparent BIPV products with both the PV efficiency records achieved so far in small-size
luminescent concentrators, and the theoretical limits of efficiency predicted for the highly-transparent
concentrator-type BIPV, and also the transparent organic solar-cell modules. The current efficiency
record for a 5 cm × 5 cm LSC using organic luminophores and edge-mounted GaAs cells stands at
7.1% [57], corresponding theoretically to 71 Wp /m2 . However, the scaling of electric power output
cannot be linear with increasing concentrator area, for multiple reasons including the relevant loss
mechanisms [58], and other considerations related to the thermodynamics of light concentration and
light transport phenomena, discussed in subsequent sections. The assessments of the performance
limits in highly transparent area-distributed PV and also in concentrators have been made in [59] and
in [55], pointing to a theoretical possibility of generating up to about 57 Wp /m2 in systems of 70%
colour-unbiased transparency. This theory-limit performance was calculated presuming the use of
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CIS solar cells of wide spectral responsivity bandwidth, at 25 ◦ C cell temperature, 12.2% PV module
efficiency, for the peak geometric orientation and tilt of idealised concentrator panels (with AM1.5G,
1000 W/m2 irradiation.) The practically-achieved, literature-reported clear solar window performance
in factory-assembled glass-based windows is now close to 50% of its theoretical limit [55]. At the
same time, the best power conversion efficiency (PCE) reported recently in transparent organic
photovoltaics was 9.77% at 32% transparency, according to [60]. The authors of [61] also reported
achieving 4.00% PCE at 64% transparency in polymer solar cells produced by solution processing;
other recently-demonstrated
combinations of PCE and visible-range transparency in6 oforganic
solar
Energies 2018, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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The value of developing highly-transparent solar windows is related to multiple unique qualities
these systems can bring about. Among these are the provision of high-quality views and natural
daylighting options for building occupants, the potential for large reductions in lighting-related
energy expenditures, and the optional ready availability of added active or passive control over the
window features, such as apparent colours or the degree of visible transparency. These features
will require adding custom-designed optical coatings or active transparency-control layers to the
initially-transparent energy-generating window systems, to maximise the number of possible options
for the product appearance modification. Other unique benefits of highly transparent solar windows
will be best illustrated in emergent application areas, such as advanced sustainable greenhousing,
where the plant growth processes require either plenty of natural visible light or the precise control
over illumination spectra.
Due to the renewed attention to the next-generation photovoltaics now being paid by multiple
research groups, public institutions, and private companies worldwide, it is currently widely expected
that new types of technologies, functional materials, and products will continue to be developed.
The next sections of the present review will focus in more technical detail on the major results and
developments demonstrated in recent years in the areas related to both the direct area-based solar
energy converters, and also the concentrator-type solar windows.
3. Principal Results in Semi-Transparent PV Module Development, New Materials for Solar
Concentrators, and Current Trends in Transparent Energy Harvesters
Considering that a number of important developments have been demonstrated in recent years
in all BIPV technologies, related functional materials, and solar energy harvesting approaches, it is
logical to identify the two main technology-related device categories to be discussed separately:
the area-based PV energy converters, and the concentrator-type PV energy-harvesting systems.
Forward-looking technologies and advanced novel materials have been investigated actively during
the recent decade, resulting in noteworthy prototype demonstrations and product-level systems
development, across the entire spectrum of BIPV application types. The following subsections address
the principal results demonstrated in the area of semi-transparent PV energy harvesters from all main
technological categories.
3.1. Recent Developments in Semitransparent Non-Concentrating BIPV Technologies
Semitransparent non-concentrating BIPV technologies are defined not only by their degree of
visible-range transparency but also by their capability of enabling immediate photovoltaic energy
conversion process, localised at any arbitrary region of light-ray incidence onto their active device
areas. On the other hand, in concentrator-type semitransparent PV, the PV conversion is engineered
to typically take place at the active (non-transparent) solar-cell areas placed at (or near) the edges
of light-capturing semitransparent or clear aperture areas. These aperture areas serve to re-direct
the incident light rays towards PV cells, and may contain materials providing partial light-trapping
functionality, and/or light-harvesting structures that assist waveguiding-type propagation. Therefore,
the major defining difference between these two main device categories is in the light propagation
path-length within the devices, between the points of ray incidence and the location(s) where
the PV conversion takes place. Both technological approaches possess their unique advantages
and disadvantages, which are related to how the fundamental problem of balancing the overall
energy-conversion efficiency and the degree of device transparency is addressed. The common
metrics-related parameters used to evaluate the performance of semitransparent non-concentrating
PV (or their suitability for any particular application area) include the visible light transmission
(VLT), and power conversion efficiency (PCE) at standard test conditions (STC). The STC in PV
metrology refer to using the standardised solar spectrum for device irradiation (AM1.5G spectral
distribution, with 1000 W/m2 in radiation flux density), and making PV current-voltage characteristic
measurements whilst keeping the solar cell surface temperatures at 25 ◦ C. If detailed PCE
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characterisation metrology results are not available, other published product specifications or
performance-related data can often be used to derive or estimate the maximum output power
rating per unit active area. Table 1 summarises the main performance parameters achieved using
non-concentrating semitransparent PV technologies in recent years.
Table 1. Performance summary (transparency, materials, and efficiency-related data) for main
non-concentrating semi-transparent solar cell technologies and building-integrated photovoltaics
(BIPV) products with significant visible transmission.
Technology

Ref./Year

R&D Sample
or Product

VLT

PCE or Pmax
(est.)

Materials/Details

Dye-sensitised solar
cells

[65]/2007

sample

~60%@ 550 nm

9.2%

Screen-printed TiO2 films

Dye-sensitised solar
cells (Solaronix)

[34,54]/2014

product

N/A

~28 W/m2 ,
vert.

Evaluated from the available
published data

Transparent PV solar
cells

[66]/2011

sample

>65%

(1.3±0.1)

Organic material-based,
harvesting near-IR only

Transparent polymer
SC

[61]/2012

sample

64%

4.00%

Solution processing technology

Semi-transparent
organic SC

[60]/2017

sample

32%

9.77%

Organics
(dithienocyclopentathieno
[3,2-b]thiophene)

Perovskite SC

[67]/2015

sample

~77%@ 800 nm
peak

11.71%

Semi-transparent MAPbI3 cell
with Ag-nanowire transparent
electrode; for use in tandem cells.

Single-junction
semitransparent
perovskite SC

[68]/2014

sample

1) 29%
2) 22%

1) 6.4%
2) 7.3%

Methylammonium lead
iodide perovskite
(CH3 NH3 PbI3 )

Colloidal Quantum
Dot SC

[69]/2016

sample

24.1% (ave.)

5.4%

PbS colloidal QDs

BAPV
glass-integrated PV
roof (AGC Sunjoule)

[51]/2015

product

~20% of clear
glass area

~58 W/m2 ,
horiz.

Mono-Si cells, separated laterally
within glass

Hanergy BIPV
panels

[53]/2018

product

40% (ave.)

3.8%

Amorphous silicon

Onyx Solar BIPV
panels

[52]/2018

product

30% (ave.)

2.8%

Amorphous silicon

Solar First Energy
Technology Co., Ltd.

[35]/2018

product

~33%

6%

CdTe semitransparent BIPV
modules

Polysolar BIPV

[70]/2018

product

50% (ave.)

~55.5 Wp /m2
(5.55%)

CdTe PS-CT-40 BIPV modules
(1200 × 600 × 7 mm)

Stability-enhanced
perovskite SC

[71] /2018

sample

N/A

Up to 20.2%

SnO2 electron transport layer
replacing TiO2 . T80 operational
lifetime of 625 h.

1

VLT: visible light transmission, either spectrally averaged or related to a transmission peak at a specified
wavelength. PCE: power conversion efficiency; Pmax is rated (or estimated) maximum electric output power
per unit active module area.

A number of industrialised, product-level semitransparent PV module manufacturing
technologies have been established, based on patterning the non-transparent active PV material area
to ensure transparency. Systems using either amorphous silicon or cadmium telluride are becoming
increasingly common, even though their (spectrally averaged) visible-range light transmission does not
exceed 40 to 50%. Up to date, none of the commercially available patterned-layer energy-generating
modules employing inorganic PV materials feature colour-neutral clear appearance or uniform
transmission characteristics across their aperture areas.
A notable current trend in semitransparent PV modules development is the continued
(and growing) attention of multiple research groups worldwide dedicated to optimizing the
perovskite-based material systems. This is due to the rapid progress demonstrated in the performance
(PCE) of perovskite-based photovoltaics recently, and over a relatively short time scale, reaching
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27.3% conversion efficiency record in (non-transparent) tandem-type perovskite-silicon solar cells
in 2018 [72]. The recently-achieved record efficiency in perovskite-based solar cells is at 20.9% [73].
The PCE of other semi-transparent perovskite-based research samples is currently in excess of 20%,
demonstrated in stability-enhanced systems, in which the titanium dioxide-based electron transport
layer was replaced by tin oxide [71]. The operational lifetime of these perovskite-based cells reported
at the end of 2018 is still on the scale of several months, rather than years, which places their
commercialisation prospects within the scope of near-future years, rather than today. Due to the
potentially vast future application areas of perovskite-based semitransparent BIPV, significant research
efforts are continuing in the materials science areas related to optimizing the chemistry and module
structure of perovskite-based devices, to ensure improved environmental stability and performance.
Methylammonium lead iodide (MAPbI3 ) based perovskite systems were recently shown [74] to possess
intrinsic environmental stability limitations due to chemical chain reactions involving iodine vapour.
The authors of [74] also hold a view that it is imperative to develop other types of perovskite material
systems to achieve long-term stable solar cells, and work in this area is also ongoing in multiple
research groups. Notably, efforts aimed at reducing the perovskite toxicity caused by the presence of
lead and also removing the hysteresis in current-voltage characteristics have been reported [75,76].
Another rapidly developing category of semitransparent BIPV technologies possessing strong
potential for future applications uses polymer-based organic materials, which can provide remarkable
visible transparency simultaneously with high power conversion efficiency [60,61,66]. In this area,
efforts to up-scale the solar cell sample size and ensure the long-term environmentally stable operation
and commercially-applicable system packaging are currently ongoing, with product-level devices
widely expected to be demonstrated in the near future.
3.2. Progress in Semitransparent Concentrator-Type Solar Window Technologies
Most semitransparent concentrator-type solar window technologies developed so far rely on the
continued advances in the field of luminescent solar concentrators, which are underpinned by the
development of new luminescent material types. This is because the only long-range (in the absence of
glass surface imperfections or strong scattering) photon transport mechanism suitable for trapping
the incident light energy within transparent waveguides is total internal reflection (TIR), which itself
is enabled by the random directional character of luminescent emissions. The internal structure of
LSC-type devices has also undergone rapid development, relying on the advances in areas, such
as application-specific thin-film coatings, spectrally-selective transparent diffractive optics [20,77],
embedded Mie scattering media [19,78], or other components designed to stimulate partial light
trapping within waveguide-type glazing systems. More recently, conventional (non-transparent) PV
elements, e.g., silicon or copper indium-gallium selenide (CIGS) cell modules started to merge into
the design structure of transparent window-type solar concentrators, blocking a small transparent
area fraction, but boosting the electric output through both the direct incident light capture and
also collecting a part of light travelling within the device [40,55,79–81]. Various performance
metrics parameters have been introduced in the LSC field for characterizing the performance of
concentrator-type PV devices of all configurations and types; the most important of which are
the PCE, geometric gain (G)—the ratio of the total light collection aperture area to the area of
edge-mounted PV cells, photon collection probability P represented by the ratio of device PCE to
the nominal PCE of the solar cell modules used in the device, and the optical concentration factor
Copt = G · P [82]. Another useful concentrator metrics parameter is optical power efficiency η opt which
is the ratio of the optical power received at the PV cell surfaces to the total optical power incident
onto device aperture area. Table 2 summarises the main optical and electric performance metrics
parameters demonstrated in either laboratory samples or product-level technologies using different
concentrator-type semitransparent PV systems in the last decade.
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Table 2. Performance summary for main recently-reported concentrator-type semi-transparent luminescent solar concentrator (LSC) devices and solar
window technologies.
Technology

Ref./Year

R&D Sample
or Product

VLT

PCE or Pmax

Concentrator
Performance Parameters

Materials/Details

5 cm × 5 cm LSC,
non-transparent (using >97%
diffuse backside reflector)

[57]/2008

sample

<3%

7.1%

G = 2.5;
P ≈ 0.246;
Copt ≈ 0.616

Lumogen F Red305 and Fluorescence Yellow CRS040; 4
GaAs cells at edges. Highest LSC efficiency to date.

Quantum-dot LSC,
10 cm × 10 cm

[42]/2018

sample

43.7%

2.18%

P ≈ 0.198;
ηopt = 8.1%

CuInS2 /ZnS QDs and poly-Si cells (ηSi = 11%);
PCE = 2.94%, if backside reflector is used.

Tandem Quantum-dot LSC,
15.2 cm × 15.2 cm

[83]/2018

sample

~30%

3.1%

P ≈ 0.11;

CuInSe2 /ZnS QDs; high-efficiency GaAs cells.

Quantum-dot LSC,
12 cm × 12 cm

[84]/2017

sample

70%

N/A

ηopt = 2.85%

Si QDs.

50 cm × 50cm × 6cm LSC

[85]/2015

sample

est. ~40% at peak

1.26%

G = 20.83;
P ≈ 0.057;
Copt ≈ 1.187

Sc-Si (22% eff.) cells at edges. Organic dyes (DTB, DPA).

163 cm × 63 cm LSC panels for
greenhouse applications

[80]/2016

product

N/A
(red coloured)

3.4%

P ≈ 0.17;

Mono-Si cells (20%eff.) at back surface (13.9% area
coverage, straight lines pattern). Lumogen Red 305.

163 cm × 63 cm LSC panels for
greenhouse applications

[80]/2016

product

N/A
(red coloured)

3.8%

P ≈ 0.19;

Mono-Si cells (20%eff.) at back surface (13.9% area
coverage, criss-crossed pattern). Lumogen Red 305.

“Leaf Roof”-type
110 cm × 0.5 cm LSC

[81]/2017

sample

N/A
(multi-coloured)

5.8%

P ≈ 0.258;

Si cells (22.5% eff.) Multiple backside cells; Lumogen Red
305 mixed with other Lumogen pigments.

100 cm × 75 cm clear glass
windows of hybrid
concentrator type

[55]/2018

product

>65%
(Tdirect )
≈ 70% (Ttotal )

~25Wp /m2
ηconc. ≈ 1.425%
ηtotal ≈ 2.5%

G = 4.25;
P ≈ 0.116;
Copt ≈ 0.492

CuInSe2 cell modules (12.3% eff.); inorganic luminescent
phosphor pigments; transparent near-IR reflector coating at
back surface.

sample

>60%
(Tdirect )

≈2.347%

G = 2.8;
P ≈ 0.176;
Copt ≈ 0.495

CuInSe2 cell modules (13.3% eff.) at edges; inorganic
luminescent phosphor pigments; transparent near-IR
reflector coating at back surface; embedded large-area
transparent diffractive element.

20 cm × 20 cm semitransparent
diffraction-assisted LSC
1

[77]/2018

VLT: visible light transmission, either spectrally averaged or related to a transmission peak at a specified wavelength. PCE: power conversion efficiency; Pmax is rated (or estimated)
maximum electric output power per unit active module area. G: geometric gain; P is photon collection probability, and Copt is optical power concentration factor; detailed definitions for
these quantities are available from [82]. The figure for ηconc. from [55] has been evaluated accounting for the concentrator-related contribution to the total system PCE of near 2.5%.
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The optical power efficiency of LSC, or other types of concentrating semi-transparent PV energy
harvesters (which utilise physical mechanisms other than TIR-guided luminescence, e.g., diffractive
optics), is itself a product of multiple efficiency factors, each relating to a particular physical
process harnessed for re-routing the incident photons towards the solar cell surfaces. For “classical”
luminescent concentrator systems, η opt can be represented in terms of the contributions of all physical
phenomena taking place within the concentrator volume, in the following way [37,38]:
η opt = (1 - R) · PTIR · η abs · η PLQY · η Stokes · η host · η TIR · η self ,

(1)

where R is the reflectivity of the front surface of the luminescent waveguide; PTIR is the probability
of total internal reflection governed by the difference between the refractive indices of waveguiding
material and outside air; η abs is the fraction of the incident solar energy absorbed by the luminophore(s);
η PLQY is the photoluminescence quantum yield of the luminophore(s) used; η Stokes is the efficiency
factor characterizing the energy losses due to heat generation during the absorption and emission
events (Stokes shift loss); η host is the transport efficiency of the waveguide; η TIR is the reflection
efficiency of the waveguide determined by the smoothness of the waveguide surface, and η self is the
transport efficiency of the waveguided photons related to re-absorption of the emitted photons by
another luminescent centre. For glass-based waveguiding structures, and using a 4% figure for the
front-side reflectivity, 75% for PTIR corresponding to the refractive index of glass being n = 1.5, and by
simplifying all other efficiency factors to equal 0.9, an estimate of the practical upper limit of the
optical efficiency η opt can be made, which is about 38%. The formula relating the parameter PTIR to the
refractive indices of a luminescent slab-type waveguide and its surrounding medium is available from
multiple sources, e.g., [86]. Then, presuming 22% of optical-to-electric power conversion efficiency
(if using monocrystalline Si cells), this upper limit for the total (device-level) LSC PCE can then be
estimated to be near 8.4%. This simplified estimate of the upper limit of efficiency is unrelated to
the idealised-case theory-limit calculations, but rather refers to what may be achieved in the near
future, provided that luminescent materials and waveguiding structures are improving continually.
This figure also relates to completely non-transparent LSC systems and will need to be reduced for
all semitransparent systems, corresponding to the reduction in the incident optical power fraction
being harvested. An excellent and detailed analysis of the theoretical performance limits applicable to
semitransparent luminescent concentrator systems is available from [59]. In addition, PCE of near 2.5%
demonstrated in a system of total (the sum of direct and diffused) visible-range transmission near 70%
are shown in [55] to approach about 50% of the corresponding theory-limit system PCE, accounting
for the degree of transparency and the type of solar cells used.
Equation (1) provides a useful physics-based insight into how the achievable LSC system
efficiencies can continue to be improved in the future, considering that a significant scope exists
for engineering new application-specific luminescent materials, optical coatings, and the internal
structure of concentrator waveguides. Of special importance is the photoluminescence quantum yield
of luminophores, which can potentially approach 100% in organic dyes, or even (technically) exceed
100% in “quantum cutting” inorganic phosphor types, which can emit two photons at a lower energy
after single higher-energy photon excitation events. Many materials from this category can also exhibit
very large Stokes shift values, thus, practically eliminating the self-absorption losses. It was predicted
by the authors of [87] in 2014, that inorganic nanocrystals with high Stokes’ shift and consequently low
self-absorption cross section would be suitable candidates for use in highly efficient LSCs, provided
that their quantum efficiency can be increased to values approaching that of dyes, which would then
lead to device efficiency values beyond 10%. This prediction will likely soon be demonstrated, at least,
in systems of low visible transparency, in small sample sizes, and using the record-efficiency GaAs,
or multijunction record-performer cells.
Multiple developments in the materials science of advanced luminescent materials for LSC-type
applications and solar window devices have been reported in the recent literature and reviews,
e.g., [88–98]. The authors of [88] reviewed the current state of the field in luminescent nanomaterials
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for LSC, and graphically represent the photon collection mechanisms and the various loss effects as
“photon destination map”, which illustrates through modelling that the “escape cone losses” related
to multiple total internal reflections and the associated processes, can be as high as 42% in practice,
in a system where theoretically-evaluated escape-cone loss would have been near 25%. The role
of reabsorption in total photon energy losses is emphasised, thus, elucidating the need to design
luminescent materials with minimised self-absorption.
At present, a strong research focus and momentum are directed towards the development of
advanced semiconductor nanocrystals and quantum dot (QD) materials, to enable strong reductions
in self-absorption losses simultaneously with improved absorption efficiency in the near-infrared
range, and to ensure greater environmental stability and light-fastness of luminophores [83,84,88–93].
Some drawbacks of inorganic QDs are discussed in [91], in particular, their susceptibility to deactivation
by oxygen, often small Stokes shifts, and limited quantum efficiency, together with toxicity due to
using materials, such as lead or cadmium. Organic dyes from the BASF Lumogen (Ludwigshafen,
Germany) product range are still the mainstream LSC materials [91], and efforts at optimizing their
concentrations and mixes are ongoing [89].
Activities aimed at achieving greater light concentration efficiency in more transparent and,
importantly, larger-scale LSC devices, are also ongoing [94–97]. The authors of [95] analysed the
QD-based LSCs and their maximum attainable practical concentration limits, as well as system
scalability-related issues. There is currently a renewed interest in the use of upconverter-type
luminophores, which were recently demonstrated to assist obtaining improved concentrator efficiencies
again, achieving ~27% in PCE improvement with upconverters of only ~4% quantum yield [98].
The benefits of adding photonic mirrors to LSC structure and their effects on the optical
transport phenomena within concentrators are reported in [99]. Other groups also concentrate on the
development of various types of backreflector coatings, including Lambertian backreflectors [100],
to improve the device PCE through enhanced partial trapping of light. Reaching the effective optical
concentration ratio as high as 1.29 is reported [100]. For practically all semi-transparent solar window
designs, the presence of a spectrally-selective coating backreflector is essential, since these systems
are limited by their design to converting only a part of the incident solar spectrum. Since the
trade-off between transparency and efficiency is fundamental, all possible approaches to maximizing
the optical efficiency and the total PCE must be explored, which places a special emphasis on the
structure-related photon-deflecting components (e.g., diffractive elements), working in synergy with
advanced luminescent materials.
The application potential, role, and purpose of embedding the light-ray deflecting microstructures
into LSC-type waveguides of solar windows are illustrated in Figure 4. Detailed analysis of the
potential of diffractive and scattering optics for improving the photon collection probability at solar
cells is reported in [20] and [77]. The roles of spectrally-selective backside-reflector coatings and
especially the waveguiding panel thickness, in ensuring the capability of longer-range transport of the
incident photons within waveguides, even in the presence of significant scattering, is also illustrated
in Figure 4.
Diffractive grating-assisted ray deflection and Mie scattering processes at inorganic fluorescent
pigment particles improve the probability of TIR events, thus, routing more photons towards solar cell
surfaces. Highly transparent micro-scale diffraction gratings designed for use in solar windows have
recently been reported [20].
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Future improvements in the photon collection efficiency and total PCE of solar windows are
expected to be demonstrated in systems using optimised combinations of advanced luminescent
materials and device structures. In industrialisation-ready, large-area concentrator-type systems,
the designs of new glazing system structures are expected to play a leading role, even regardless of the
materials selection. This is because the photon management and partial light trapping mechanisms are
related fundamentally to the device geometry and the limits imposed by thermodynamics. In particular,
the minimum lateral displacement of an incident light ray inside a flat slab-type concentrator system
scales in proportion with the device thickness (illustrated in Figure 4). Thermodynamics-based
analysis of light propagation within generic non-imaging concentrator-type systems and the photon
trapping-related metrics are reported in [101,102], using Fermat’s variational principle, which states
that a ray of light propagates through an optical system in such a manner that the time required for
it to travel from one point to another is minimised. This, together with the etendue conservation
theorem [102] and the Yablonovitch limit [103], places fundamental limitations on the practically
achievable light-trapping efficiencies in large-size LSC-like devices of all types. Other recently-reported
important work on photon management in the presence of scattering processes [104] discloses
an observation of the mean path length invariance for the photons propagating within arbitrary
light-scattering media. The main finding reported was that, regardless of the location of the points
of ray incidence, the system microstructure, or the angle of incidence, the mean photon propagation
path-length inside the scattering medium is only governed by the system’s outer boundary’s geometry.
This invariance imposes fundamental limitations on the internal path lengths achievable within
any realistic LSC containing inorganic pigments and/or waveguide surface or volume structure
imperfections. Parameters in the Equation (1), such as η host and η TIR , are affected substantially by these
waveguide imperfections, which are present invariably in realistic devices, especially in larger-scale
concentrators containing multiple interfaces, where the internal propagation path lengths start to
exceed the device thickness by several times for the majority of incident photons. A particularly
important result reported in [104] in relation to the theoretically-evaluated system-invariant mean
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value of the internal photon propagation path-length (Stheor ) in systems containing scattering centres
(in a simplified case of a single glass-air interface) is described by
<Stheor > = (4 · V/Σ) · (n2 2 /n1 2 )

(2)

where V/Σ is the system’s volume-to-surface ratio, and n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of the outer
and of the scattering regions, respectively. Therefore, in the case of rectangular slab-type waveguides
representing the flat glass-based realistic inorganic pigment-containing LSC systems, this V/Σ ratio
represents the system thickness, and the mean partially-trapped photon path-length is then within
several times the thickness, regardless of the details of the internal microstructure. Notably, this mean
internal path length invariance has been shown to apply also to the scattering process strength.
Structured systems with multiple glass-air interfaces have been shown to provide mean photon path
lengths somewhat in excess of that predicted by Equation (2), due to the increased probability of
multiple internal reflections. Regardless of these fundamental limitations, collecting the photons
efficiently at concentrator system edges, from the areas of incidence onto glass located within the range
of several times the system thickness remains a valid option, which is demonstrated graphically in [77],
in the presence of strong scattering at micron-scale luminophore pigment particles. The relevance
of scattering as a short-range photon collection mechanism in LSC is also reported in [19,20] and
discussed in [78,95].
The performance limits of luminescent solar concentrators with quantum dots in a
selective-reflector-based optical cavity are evaluated in [105], where the dependency of the optical
concentration on the geometric gain has also been studied. It has been reported that the best
optical concentration factor performance is achievable in systems with a geometric gain of up to
about 30, with further up-scaling of the device collection areas leading to diminishing returns in
performance [105]. The analysis of optical losses in CuInS2 -based nanocrystal LSC, in terms of
balancing the absorption versus scattering, is reported in [106], where the estimates for the achievable
optical efficiency are provided. Overall, the findings on efficiency limits and the limiting factors in LSC
performance reported in multiple recent literature sources, in conjunction with the thermodynamic
limitations applicable to solar concentrators, mean that further research efforts aimed at maximizing
the photon collection probability over the areas of solar window aperture closest to the solar-cell
locations are necessary.
3.3. Examples of Existing and Emergent High-Transparency PV Window Technologies and Their Applications
Novel applications of transparent solar windows continue to emerge and be proposed and
demonstrated. High-transparency, long product life and application-ready glass-based solar windows
are still quite rare and represent the future of solar window technologies. Among these application
areas so far identified are the local use of the generated and/or stored renewable energy for
powering lighting systems and/or advertising display devices [55], and active in-situ control
over the transparency state of “smart” glazings described in a pioneering publication [107] back
in 2010. Multiple implementations of “smart windows” have been demonstrated, e.g., using
polymer-dispersed liquid–crystal (PDLC) [47,108–110], or electrochromic layer-based devices [111].
As soon as the highly-transparent energy-generating solar windows begin entering widespread
commercial applications in buildings, it can be predicted that their first electric loads will often be
transparency-control layers embedded into the same glazing systems. This is because of both the
economics of re-designing the internal electric wiring circuits in buildings required to accommodate
additional loads and the ready availability of PDLC products which can be laminated into the structure
of current or emergent solar window glazing designs. For these reasons, even before wiring the
internal lighting circuits in buildings to be powered by highly-transparent solar windows, it can
be considered logical to use the generated energy immediately at the point of generation, actively
controlling the window transparency state and demonstrating the expected significant cooling-related
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recent years. Among these, notable developments took place recently in the area of incorporating the
photothermally switchable perovskites into window glazings [112], potentially leading to achieving
substantial energy savings in buildings due to the glass transparency responding to the surface
temperature changes, simultaneously with the strong energy generation potential provided by
perovskite-based solar cell systems. Thermochromic and also dichroic materials-based approaches to
controlling the glazing system transparency and/or apparent colour in response to illumination level
changes are also gaining momentum, as well as the emergent field of smart windows overall [113–116].
It has been demonstrated ([47], and also in the Supplementary Video section of this present article)
that multiple series-connected inductive loads, such as DC motor-driven ventilation fans, can be
powered by a single moderate-area (500 mm × 500 mm) highly transparent solar window device,
at a sufficiently fast blade rotation rate to generate audible noise heard from some distance away.
Whilst the power generated in small-area clear solar windows can be very moderate (several Watts
per 500 mm × 500 mm sample using edge-mounted PV cells only), there is ready availability for their
practical applications and use, e.g., for charging mobile devices. Figure 6 shows a graphical summary
of prototype solar window development history at ECU, Perth, Western Australia, from an early (2011)
high-transparency heat mirror-coated 2 cm × 2 cm × 0.6 cm sample with stripe-shape monocrystalline
cut-outs from a Si cell attached to glass edges, to more advanced and up-scaled window systems
developed between 2014 and 2016. Multiple design features and characterisation results relevant to
these solar window types are first reported in [20].
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properties in transparent organic cells and future BIPV systems will continue to show improvements.
In the application areas related to moving the solar window technologies from labs to
markets, significant challenges still exist, regardless of the core technology platform choice,
or the type of functional materials employed. This is due to the necessity of bridging multiple
industry-standards-related system requirements originating from different industries. These stringent
requirements range from the decades-long product lifetimes often needed, to the ability of future solar
windows to resist factors, such as wind loads, water penetration, and internal condensation events.
At the same time, product compliance with stringent electric wiring rules, safety-related requirements,
and building construction codes are also required.
Multiple independent building-scale trials of different transparent solar window technologies are
yet to be conducted to identify their application suitability in various climates and installation-area
footprints, as well as the economic potential. Nevertheless, it is becoming increasingly clear, from the
present-day viewpoint, that future installations of the numerous types of emergent BIPV and BAPV
technologies will be numerous. This is because the benefits of the large-scale and distributed generation
of energy at the locations of end use are extensive, including the capability of providing blackout
resistance in city buildings and the exclusion of significant transmission-line losses. The growing
field of the Internet of Things and future expected widespread application of smart interconnected
(5G) devices present demanding energy use requirements, which can be addressed by widespread
BIPV generation.
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4. Conclusions and Outlook
The practical integration of advanced solar energy-harvesting technologies into various elements
of urban landscapes, including building windows, is rapidly becoming a mainstream trend. Substantial
advances have been reported in recent years both in laboratory trials, and also in commercial
demonstrations of the various semi-transparent solar cell types and solar window devices. A wide
range of established semi-transparent PV and BIPV technologies exists currently, providing architects
and building designers with multiple choices regarding the balance between the system aesthetics,
degree of transparency (or colouration type), and power generating capacity. Multiple next-generation
transparent solar-cell technologies, including dye-sensitised solar cells, patterned solar panels, organic
polymer-based, and perovskite-based systems remain in active stages of development and continue to
demonstrate new milestones in efficiency. Highly transparent, and colour-unbiased concentrator-type
solar window systems are only beginning to make their entry into industry-wide acceptance. They now
provide a previously unavailable combination of up to 70% in total visible light transmission and
power conversion efficiency near 2.5%, based on systems demonstrated in 2017.
Despite the fundamental trade-offs between the required control over the visual appearance,
degree of transparency, and the power generating capacity intrinsic to the design of advanced
BIPV, their strong potential for transforming urban landscapes and providing substantial distributed
generation capacity is certain. Developments in the materials science of advanced luminophores,
coupled with novel designs of LSC-type semitransparent concentrator structures add continually to
the possibilities of obtaining increased power conversion efficiencies. At the same time, a substantial
energy-saving potential exists, provided by solar windows, which can also control the solar heat gain
in buildings and the associated thermal insulation properties. The new trends in the local utilisation
of the energy generated in the distributed way by the building components include using advanced
windows with active transparency control, which can contribute substantially to both personnel
comfort and climate control-related energy savings. It is currently expected that multiple commercial
building-based trials of the latest transparent BIPV technologies will soon be conducted, uncovering
their true practical applications potential.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/12/6/1080/
s1, Video S1: ECU-ClearVue power generating window prototypes 2016.mp4.
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